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.mTBODTJCTOBY REMAKKS.

"Writing ia almost as important as speaking, as a medium for

communicating thought, For this reason It is said that u "Writ-

ing is a secondary power of speech, and they who cannot write

are in part dumb" Scrawls that cannot be read may he com-

pared to talking that cannot be understood ; and -writing difficult

to decipher, to stammering speech.

Theory directs, and Art performs ; therefore inform the mind

and train the hand, If you would attain high excellence in Pen-

manship, you must master the principles, and faithfully practice

them.

SIGNAL S.

COMMENCING AND CLOSING WRITING EXERCISE.

Remarks*—In every properly conducted school, the writing

exercise is commenced and closed in an orderly manner. The

following plan is suggested, hut it will, of course, be modified by

the teacher m circumstances may require*

Pupils should obey th/3 signals silently and promptly.

The teacher can frame special questions, and give the neces-

sary drill to secure the desired order.

The signals may be given by bell, tap, or by counting, at the

teacher's discretion.

OPENING,

1. Position at Desk.

2. Arrange, Books,

8\ Fin<l Copy and adjust Anns.

4* Open* Inkstands.—in double desks the pupils on the left (tha

pupil's rig] it) will open and close inkstands,

5. Take Pens.

At this point the teacher should pay particular attention to gmuy
iiMructtmi m pcnhMing. When ready to wriuv, give the order lo Tajoj Ink,

CLOSING,

6. Wipe Pern.

7. Front Position.

S± Pass Pens.—Collecting them in the r&vcrse order of their distribu-

tion.

9, Pass Books.—Books are to foe collected in the rcverxz order of their

distribution.

10. Close Inkstands*



POSITION.

POSITION FOE WRITING.

liemarlcs.—The position for lYriting should he a convenient

one, allowing the easy action of the right arm and hand. In sit-

ting at a desk or table there is little choice between -what are

known as the "Left-side^' " Front,5

J

" Eight-oblique/' or * s ilight-

side " positions. They are all practiced* by writers ; but it is well

for the sake of order arid uniformity in a class that all the pupils

should observe the same position. Whichever method is adorjted^

those who do not wish to become hollow-chested or round-shoul-

dered, should luam to sit easily upright, and keep the shoulders

square,

As the free use of the hand mainly depends on the manner

of holding the poiij the correct method only should be learned,

and persevered in until it becomes habitual arid easy.

rosrnoir. 1

FRONT POSITION AT DESK.

1, Will you please describe and assume the Fi^oni Posi-
tion at desk ?

Sit directly facing the desk, near to it, without leaning against

it, with the feet level on the ttoor, and the fore-arms resting

lightly on the desk in front at right angles to each other. Let
the right arm rest lightly on the muscle forward of the elbow

—

keep the wrist above the paper, and rest the hand lightly on the

nails of the third and fourth fingers, which should touch the

paper directly under the palm. Adjust the book so that the

right arm will be at right angles to the lines on which you are to

write. Hold the book in place with the fingers of the left hand.

Note.—The "Left side Position" varies from the "Front" io having the
left side inclined toward the desk, and in placing the aroiB and book on the
desk further to the right, so as to bring the right arm at right angles to the
edge of the desk. This position is the most favorable for writing on lAtgo

books which cannot be turned oblique!v.

KICtHT-SIDE position.
&9 Will you please describe and assume the Right-side

Position at Desh f

Turn the right side near to the desk, but not in contact with



POsmoN.

it ; keep the body erect, the feet level on the floor
;

place the

right, arm parallel to the edge of the desk, resting on the muscles

just forward of thy elbow, and rest, thi hand on the nails of the

third and fourth fingers-, keeping the wrist off the paper. Let the

left hand be at right angles to the right, and resting on the book
?

keeping it parallel with the edge of the desk.

Note.—Tlic 11 RighUtbliquc Position;' varies from the full "Eight-side

Position " in having the right hut partially turned toward the desk, and

the arms mid hook placed obliquely on the desk. It will he ot)JSew«d 1>7 try-

ing the different positions thai, the greatest uniformity m a class can he secured

by the full "RiglrUide Position." When a position has been decided upon,

the pupils should be prepared to describe and assume it promptly.

HOLDING THE PEN.

S. Will yoiju assume the writing position at des7c7 and
then describe the correct manner of holding tk& pen, con-

forming to it in each piirtionlar ?

Take the pen between the first and second fingers and the

thumb, observing, 1st, that it crosses the second finger on the

corner of the nail
;
2d

3
that it crosses the fore lingvr forward of

the knuckle
; 3d, that the end of the thumb touches the holder

gppoaite the lower joint of the lure finger; 4th, that the top of

the holder points towards the right sfioElder
;

-5th, that the wrist

is above the paper, and the hand resting lightly on the nails of

the third and fourth fingers
;
Gth, that the point of the pen comes

Mjuavely to the paper.





MOVEMENTS

Remarks.—The venerable Pmtt IL Spencer, originator of

the Spencerian System of "Writing, said :
u Our intention lias

been to present to the public a system,
11 Plain to the eye, and gracefully combined.

To train the muscle and inform the mindJ 1

The training of the muscles of the arm and hand, by appro-

priate movement exercises, 'must be attended to. For, however

distinctly a letter may be pictured in the mind, the execu Lion of

it on paper at all times depends on the control the writer may
have over the muscles of the arm and hand. The will conuim-

meatus its directing power through the numerous little tele-

graphic nerves, which descend from the brain—the direct organ

of the mind.

Tn first attempts at writing, the muscles may not properly

perform what tke mind directs, but by frequent and careful

practice (.hey are rendered giipple and obedient in the execution

of every variety of form.

jfy.
Sow many different movements may he employed* in,

icviting ?

1 Vmr : Finger Movement, Fore-arm Movement, Combined

Movement, and Whole-arm Movement,

FIMxEB MOVEMENT.
c>. Will yow assume the writing -position,? describe the

Finger Movement, and mahe it f

The Finger Movement consists in the action of the first and

second fingers and thumb, and is used chielly in making the up-

ward and downward strokes.

Examples.

Ni

3

til—Tliis movement nhould at first be made with the dry \\en t
aa indicated

in the cut; at the Bame time deliberately naming the strokes : Upward, Down-
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irard, Upward, or one, two, one, &e. The Finger Movement alone is too

limited for free; writing; but. will "be ion 3 id useful in combination with the Fore-

arm Movement, as will be shown.

FOTIE-ARM MOVEMENT.

6. Assrirning the writing position, wilt yow describe the

Fore-arm* Movement, and give an example of it ?

The Fore-arm Movement consists in the notion of the fore-

arm upon Its muscular rest near the elbow ; the hand gliding on

the nails of the third and fourth fingers. It may be employed in

making strokes in any direction. Examples

:

Note.—This movement may l>e made, as indicated 07 the cut* naming the

strokes, thns : Forearm, Fore-arm, &c, or counting-, 1, 2, &c., &e. The Fore-

arm Movement is specially adapted feci carrying the pen rightward, and leftward,

across the pstper, and is most efficient hi combination with the Finger Move-

ment, as will he shown. It is, however, used exclusively by some excellent

penmen ; the fingers and wrist bi;:ng held (irmly, to cheek their independent

action. When so used the tips of the third and fourth fingers move in lines

corresponding to those produced at the point of the pen.

COMBINED MOVEMENT.
7. Assuming the writing position, will yon describe the

Combined Movement and give an example ?

The Combined Movement consists in the united action of the

fore-ami, hand and fingers, the fore-arm acting 011 its muscular

rest as a centre, and sliding the hand on the nails of the third

and fourth fingers, while the first and second fingers and thumb

extend and contract in fonning upward and downward strokes,

Note.—The combined movement may he first practiced by tracing ij*e

combined forms npon the page of Movement Exercises, or any convenient

copy lintf, observing to use the fore: arm power in sliding the hand across

the paper. This movement answers the requirements of business use better

than any other; it eppifeines the free untiring sweep of the fore-aim, with

the delicate shaping powers of the fingers, securing ease and accuracy.

MOV ICMEKTS,

Fiaptr Movement, m- action of the 1st and
2d lingers, with the thumb.

Fore-Arm MOV^ttlOttti dieting the hand upon
the nulls yf the 3d and 4tb angers!

The accompanying diagram illus-

trates with tolerable accuracy the

simultaneous action of the forearm

and fingers, which, constitutes the

combined movement. Although the

special office of the forearm is tn

transport the pen from left to right

horizon tally across the page, and the

Special part of the iingors is to ex-

ec LLte the oblique upward and down-
ward lines; yet, in practice, the iwu
forces combine and asplsi each nther-

The forearm, particularly, will give

to the fingers it a linn, steady sym-
pathy in the performance of their

part.

1

1

5UD£ ;3UDE : SLICls
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Arm O Rest
upon the mat&fcg near the elbow.

WriOLE-ARAI irovEirEXT.

Assuming the witting position, will yon describe the
Whole-arifi Movement, and give an example of it?

The "Whole-arm Movement consist in the use of the whole
arm from the shoulder, the elbow being raised slightly from the

desk, and the hand eliding on the nails of the third and fourth

fingers.

Examples.

Note,—The above capitals may be traced with the Whole-arm Movement,
and the strokes regulated by counting, us indicated by azures. This move-
ment is mainly u.-vd for striking large capital-?. Its practice in highly benefi-

cial, as it brings into free action all the muscle a from shoulder to fingers.



FORM.

Remarks*-—The learner must have clear conception^ of the

letters he wishes to form, before writing them. A few person*

have the £i imitative faculty ^ well developed, and can easily re-

produce forms they have seen; but most need to measure^ to

analyze, to describe^ and to trace, before they can copy with ac-

curacy and grace.

The following practical testimony on the subject is perfectly

conclusive, and we give it in preference to any farther remarks

of our own

:

" The Speneerian System of Penmanship was adopted by tho Board six

years ago, and its i 1 jIt-c m! ii rtir hi w$$ the commencement and the sole cause of a

new and it better era of teaching the art of writing. Teachers, at first favor-

ably |tepo&B0s&ed by the grace and beauty seen in all its forms, soon digpi >vi red

that the most beautiful and artist penmanship is susceptible of a full and

definite analyst*; [jMt his elements, taken separately, a it so shnple that a child

can comprehend Lhem, and that they can be arranged, taught, and combined

^nuhially and progressively, until a handwriting* as perfect as the models In

the text-book rewards Ihv. eflbrta of teaeher and pupil. They learned fe&m

this system, that teaching or learning to write is a mental as well as a mechan-

ical |H'OC«bi3 ; that thy re must be thought as well as motion ; that the* prototype

of every letter and every line, its exact form and proportions, must be so dis*

tiaetly impressed upon the mind, tin it, it can fefe described in precise and intel-

ligible language before the hand attempts to execute. Where penmanship is

taught in this maimer success becomes a mathematical certainty. I have seen

the copy books of entire schools filled up with Faultless penmanship not a sin-

gle one that was not superior to the best that was produced before the intra,

due-lion of fchifl system ; and an oral examination upon the subject in snch

schools will interest as much as any exercise on the programme for examination

day/'

—

From J.mwal Report o-f $k tfiqwriytientlmt of Public Schools of Wa$t-

ingion r B. (J., JSfovtmbm' l/h 1871. Boft. J. Qrmmd 'Wifomi.

True theory and careful persistant practice are the means by

which all may learn to write, with scarcely a limit to the degree

Off excellence. After a ggp] handwriting is u.i Ltiiiied^ and vt$ use

Iconics habitual, letters^ worth* and sentences will flow from the

foem. 15

ready pen> with scarcely a thought on the part of the writer as ic

the manner of executing them,

9. What is ct line ?

The path of a moving point.

XOTE.—These definitions relate to Penmanship and not to Mathematics. '

10. How many kinds of lines are used ?

Two,

11. Will yoa name them?
Straight lines and curved lines.

IB. Will i/ozo tell how to make a straight line, and giv&
an e.vavt/Ae ?

To make a straight line, the point uf the pen or pencil must

be moved without change of direction.

EXAMPLE.

13* Will yoa tell how to make a curved line* and give
examples ?

To nmke a curved line, the pen must be nun m with a con-

tinuous change of direction.

ExAHTLES.

1^ How m a my different kinds of carved lines, atnl

ivhitt are they eallefl?

There are two kinds of curved lines. They arc called the

Biffhi Ourve and the Left Curve.

15. Will yoa describe a righi curve, and make oar :

J

A right curve bends to the right uf a straight line, connecting

its extremities.

Example.

/6\ Will you describe a left euurvef and make one?

A left curve bends to the left of a straight line, uniting its

extremities.
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Example.
r

17. How many different hinds of lines are there with

rvspftoi to position,, and ivhat are tltey called f

Three kinds : Horizontal, Vertical, and Oblique or Slanting

lines.

18. When is a line said to be horizontal? Give an ex-

ample*

A line is said to be horizontal when it is level, or one end m

no higher than the other,

EXAMPLES. *< ^
19. When is a line said to be vertical? Give an ex-

maplr.

A line which leans neither to the right nor the left is said to

be vortical.

Examples,

80, When are lines said to Im oblique or slanting f

When Lhey are neither vertical nor horizontal.

Examples.

21. Wheih are lines said to he jmrallel f

When lines are ef&«% distant from each ottier thronglieiir

their entire length, they are said to be parallel.

Example

Wl%ai is an angle t

An angle is the space between two lines that meet in a point.

EXAMPLE.

17

23. Wliat is a right angle t Give an example.
The spaee between two straight lines meeting so as to form a

square coraer.

Exampms.

24. Will yon name different hinds of angles ?
Eight Angle, Acute Angle and Obtuse Angle.

25. What is an a cute angle ?

The space between two straight lines meeting so as to form a

sharp comer, or any angle less than a right angle.

Example.

$6. What is an obtuse angle?
The space between two lines meeting so as to form a blunt

corner, or any angle greater than a right angle.

ExAJtiTLE.

MEASURE OF ANGLES.
27. By what do we measure angles ?

By the circle.

8. How is a circle divided?
Into 3f>0 equal parts, called degrees,

&9. How maiyj deg?*ees in a qnadrani, or quarter
circle ?

One quarter of 300 degrees, which is 90 degrees.
90

Main slant.

Connective slant.

*

360

30 ;

52

-

270
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30. What angle does the vertical Hive form with the
horizontal, as measured by the circle ?

A right angle or an angle of 90 degrees.

Wliah angle is formed hjj a, line drawn half way
helwe&Tb the vertical and horizontal to the center of the
circle ?

An angle of 45 degrees.

Si. What do yoa call an angle of 7 degrees- greater
tlum that of 4& degrees ?

An angle of b2 degrees.

33. Wh0 dp yow call a,n angle of degrees less
than that of 3$ degrees ?

An angle of 80 degrees.

Note.—The student tfhould identify all these points and angles on the
diagram.

34- $ line forming wiUt, the horizontal am, am^ke of
degre.es may he said, to ha on what slant ?

On a Bland of 52 decrees.

35. A line forming iviih the horzzo/Ual an angle of 30
degrees may he said, to he on what sluat f

On a slant of 30 degrees.

3(>. in what position are the written letters, vertieal or
slanting ?

Slanting.

37. To which side of the vertical do the letters lean or
slant f

To the right.

38. What is the slant of 53 degrees in the SpencervVr ti

writing called ?

The Main Slant.

39. Why is it so called ?

Because it is the slant given to most of the main or downward
strokes.

Example.

40. WJiat is tlte slatvl of 30 degrees called ?

The Connective Slant.

FORM. 19

41* Why called the connective slant ?

Because a majority of the lines, connecting the main or down-
ward strokes in tho small letters, are made on the slant of 30 de-
grees.

Example.

Notr^Measurements are given in this system aa efficient aids to the
learner in securing the correct forms of letters. The most of these measure-
ments are exact, but in instances where an exact statement would involve a
minute fraction, the nearest practical measurement is given, as the safest guide.

4-2. What is the unit for measuring the hi&M of
letters f

^

The bight of the small /, wlu'di k called a xpam.

Example, a b.

E

43. What is the unit for measuring the ividth of
letters ?

The distance between tie two straight lines in the small &
taken horizontally, which is equal to three-fourths of its slanting
or angular hight.

0

4trini<r

ISom The difference between the h^hfcof i and the distance between the
straight marks m % % so very linlc-the latter beimr the lr»B hv only one-
lum-teenth-that lt 19 luudl

-
v Perceptible !n writing of ordinary size. E k,

mrefvre, prattiiaU?/ mvrert to wn*id< r tfa wtorf spaa (the Ugkt of small i\ m
a, standardfor manuring doth tlw Mghi and width of letters.

44* Sotv are sirrokes eom hiaed in forming Utters ?
Angularly, by short turns, by oval turns, and by loop
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45. Sow is an angularjoining made f

By suddenly stopping the motion of the pen at the end of a

stroke, and uniting in a point with the- stroke following.

Examples.

46- Horn is a short turn made ?

By mo ving from one stroke to another, as short as possible,

without making a point, or stopping the motion of the pen.

Examples.
,--'/""VV-

47. How are oval turns made f

By iuomuiug an oval curve near its end, so as to unite with

its opposite bide by a continuous motion, giving proper width.

Example.

4-8- Mow is a> loop formed?
A loop is formed of two opposite turves, united by a short

turn at one end
?
and afterwards crossing.

Example

49, ll 'ill yon describe an oval f

The general form of the ot&l is

that of an egg. The ovals generally

used in writing are elliptical, having

Revised gievaravd ends rounded nearly alike.
Oval Ovist. Oval *

50. How many hinds of ovals are employed in inritmgr
and what are they called, ?

Two lands

—

direct 0>$s
}
and reversed ovals.

form;. 21

5$. Will you, describe the manner offorming the Direct
Oval, and give an example f

Begin at the top, and move downward with a left curve to

form the left side
3
and upward with a right curve to form the

right side.

Example.

53. Describe the manner offorming the Reversed, Oval,
and give an example.

Move upward with a left curve to form the left side, and

downward with a right curve to form the right side.

54* What are Principles in writing?

Principles are the constituent parU of letters.

55. Hoiv many Principles are there according to the
tipeneerian System ? Give examples of each-

Seven Principles

Examples,

06. Will you give "descriptive names to the several
Prin ciples ?

The 1st is a straight line^ the 2d is a right cwme^ the

8d is a left curve^ the 4th is an extended loop, the 5th is a

direct oval, or capital Q3
the 6th is a reversed oval^ the 7th is the

Gcijpiixl s(0n*

Note. Formerly Eight. PrinnpN^ were used, but for securing greater sun

1'linT v \\ir. present ariuu/i' iueni baa been adopted.
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57. Which Principles are used in tnaleing the Small
letters ?

The 1st, H 3d, and 4th.

5S. Which Principles form the prominent parts of 0m
Capitals f

The 5 tli, 6th, and 7th. The others are combined vrith thorn

in terming the minor pai-ts of the capitals,

SMALL LETTERS.
50. What two forms has eaelb letter of the alphabet?

The small and capital form.

60. l/hto Jimv many classes are the small letters divided,
and what are they ?

Three; short, semi-extended, Si& extended or looped.

61. What are the hij$hts of these fifhr&e classes respect-

ively f

Short letters, one ^pace
;
semi-extended, two spaces ; extended

or looped, three spaces.

Note.—There are several exceptions to this rule to be noticed when the

respective lett®E9 or theii t^aliag? are reached,

62. Will you- name the thirteen Short Letters t

They Mb

63. Whwi tarn sho?*t letters are more than a space in

M£k0\'^'
:

'

\ :

. ; f**
"

The r and & which are one-fourth spare higher than the

rest.

64. .Will i/oih describe and furm the First f
}rinciple? ,

j The First Principle is a straight line, usually on the main
f slant of 52°.

SMALL LETTKR5.

65. Describe and form the Second Principle.

The Second Principle is a right curvej usually on the

connective slant of 30°.

66. Will you describe and form the TJiird Principle ?

The Third Principle is a left curve, usually on the con-

nective slant of 30°.

Kotr The principles are subject to various modifications in forming letters.

67. What do we call the Base Line or Base of a letter ?

TopiiE 5 e. The line, ruled or imaginary, upon
^- which the letter rests.

Head line.

Aotk, The horizontal line, ruled pv imagi-
Baaeiine.

nary, at the top of the short letters is sonie-

times caUed the head lint ; and that at the top of the capitals is catted the

top line.

68. Will you please measure and, analyze the small if

Hight, one space
; width, two spaces ; distance be-

^sfs tween point and dot, one space.

Analysis : Principles % 1, 2.

69* Will you explain the construction of small i f

Yrjy- Begin on bu.-e line and ascend with a right curve, on
" connective slant, one space ; here unite angularly and

descend with a straight line on 7nain slant to base ; turn as

short as possible without stopping the pen, and ascend with a
right curve on eomieeiive slant, one space. Finish with a light

dot, one space above the straight line on main .slant.

Note. Directions are best p&memberod when immediately put in practice.
The pupil should trace a mo^el letter a number of tiring, repeating and fallow-

ing descriptions until the construction is fptmliar. Daring such drill thu correct
position ought to he observed. The exercise may he profitably varied, and
easier movements secured by tracing and counting the strokes. Thus, in the
small i: 1, 3,1. dot.

70. Will ymi m easure and analyze small IL f

^sfrgS
ITi^ lt

>
01ie *Pace J

%i<M
7
three spaces ; distance be-

tween straight lines, one space.

Analysis: Principles 2, L ^, 1, %
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7 1, Will you explain the construction of small "U ?

First form the small i
3
as just described (but with-

out dot), then repeat its two last lines. The lilies unite

in two equal angles at top, and two equal turns at base ; the

curves are similar and equidistant ; the straight lines are parallel

72. Will you measure and analyze small W ?

* j H%kt, one space
; whole width, three spaces

;

^c^l distance ftpia straight line to dot, one-half space

;

and from dot to end of horizontal curve, one-half space*

Analysis : Principles, 2, 1, % 1, 2, 2.

f&. How should the small "W he formed ?

Form like the small % to the completion of the

second lower turn
; thence ascend one space with a

right curve to a point one-half space to right of the preceding

line ; make a light dot, and finish with a horizontal right curve

carried one-half space to right.

7-m Will j/ou measure and analyze small H ?

/7-"Z/ night, one space
; width, three spaces*

Analysis: Principles, 3, 1, 3, 1, 2.

75, Row should the small H he formed ?

Begin on base hue, and ascend with a left curve

on connective slant, one space ; turn short and descend

with a straight line on main slant to base; then unite angularly

and ascend with a left curve on connective slant, one space; again

turn short and descend with a straight line on main slant to

base; finally turn short and ascend with a right curve on con-

nective slant, one apace. Let the curves be equal, the turns

equal, and the straight lines parallel.

76\ Will yoib please measure and analyze small lH f

ILight, one space; width, four spaces,

Analysis : Principles, 3, 1, 3, 1, 3, 1, 2.

SMALL LETTERS. 25

77. Sow should the small 1TL he formed?

r^ppTy^ ** *s formed precisely like the n with its

" first half repeated.

78. Will you measure and analyze small Y f

Eighty one space ; whole width, two spaces ; width
from turn to dot one-half space, and from dot to end

of horizontal curve, one-half space.

Analysis : Principles, 3, 1, 2
>
2.

79. Roic should the small v be formed ?

Form like the n to the point where it first returns to

base line
; there turn short and finish with lines precisely

like the last two in the w.

SO. Will you measure and analyze small X ?

Hight, one space; whole width, two spaces;

openings at top and base of letter, each one-third
space. & ;

Analysis
: Principles, 3, 2

? 3 ?
2-.

81. How should the small X he formed?
Beginning on ha-e line ascend with left curve on con-

nective slant, one Space; turn short and descend with
right curve, touching base line three-quarters space to right of
beginning; without lifting pen ascend to point even with first

turn and one-third -pace to its right; descend with left curve
to junction with right

; thence diverging continue to base line;

turn short, and finish like u.

Note. Another method of making the preferred hj some, is to lift the

$M Mm forming the first half, then put it down even with top turn, and
onc-tlunl space to its iigiU

7
and eumpb.-r,.- ?he Iniv.r nn above described.

8%. Will you measure and analyze small O f

Hight, one space; whole width, one and one-half

•Spaces
; width of oval, measured horizontally across

^middle, one-half space ; distance from top to end of horizontal
curve, one-half space.

Analysis : Principles, 3, 3, 2, 2.
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80, How should (Hie small O be form ed f

Begin on base line and ascend with a left curve on
connective slant, one apace

;
join angularly, and descendJ x 7 T
j t5 J 7 ,vu^ UVPLLIIU

with a left curve ou main giant to base : turn short, and ascend
with an opposite right curve meeting the other at top; then
carry out a slight horizontal right curve, as in % and v\ one-half

<%4* Will you measure and analyze small af
Eighty one space; width, three spaces; width of

$vul, one-half space.

Analysis: Principles, 3, 3, 2, 1, 2.

SB. How should the small a be foi-med?
Begin on base line, and ascend with a left curve one

space, and two and one-half spaces to the right ; retrace
the curve one-quarter its length

; then, separating, continue with
left curve on main slant to base line; turn short, and ascend with
a Blight right curve on connective slant to top

; joining angularly,
finish with lines precisely like die last two of the % or k

86. Will you measure ciiiaI analyze small B t

sty Hight,, one space; width of loop, one-fourth space,

length of loop, two-thirds of a space ; entire width of
letter, two spaces.

Analysis: Principles, 2, 3,
'%

87. How should the small B be formed, ?

yy Begin on base line and ascend with a right curve
on connective slant, one space ; turn short, and descend

with a slight left cniTe on main slant, crossing the first curve
at one-third its hight, and continuing to base line; turn short;,

and finish with a right curve, ascending on connective slant,

one space.

88. Will j/ou measure and analyze the sm a ll C P

Hight, one space
;

length of top, one-third of a
space

; width of top, one-third space, measured at right
angles to slant ; entire width of letter, two spaces.

Analysis: Principles, 2, 1, 2, 3, 2.
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89. How should the small 0 be formed?

yyy Begin on base line, and ascend by a right curve

on connective slant, one space ; unite angularly and

descend with a straight line on main slant one-third of a space;

make a very narrow turn, and ascend with a right curve on main
slant one-third of a space

;
turning very short to left, and de-

scending with a left curve, cross upward curve, continue to base

line and finish like the &

DO. Will you measure and analyze small T ?

Ay Main hight, one and one-fourth spaces ; whole
- ^ width, two spaces ; width from first curve to shoulder

turn, measured horizontally, one-fourth space.

Analysis: Principles, 2, 3, 1, %

01. How should the small T be formed ?

j-^^- Begin on base line and ascend with a right curve on
~ connective slant one and one-quarter spaces; make a

light dot, and descend with a slight left curve nearly vertical

(5° to left of vertical), one-fcurth of a space; turn short, and
descend with a straight line on main slant to base ; turn short

again, and ascend with a right curve on connective slant, one

space.

&$* Will yoio measure and analyze small S ?

Hight, one and one-fourth spaces; width, measured
horizontally at one-third of hight, one-half of a space

;

hight of dot above base, one-fourth space; entire width, two
spaces.

Analysis : Principles, 2, 3, 2, 2.

90. JTow should the small S be formed ?

r-r-fyr- Begin on base line and ascend with a right curve the
- same as in r: unite angularly, and descend with slight

left curve one-third space, and merging info a full right curve,

continue to base: turn short and make a slight dot on first curve,

one-quarter of a space above base line; then retracing to base

ascend with a finishing right curve on connective slant, one space.
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i)Jf* What four letters do we call Semi-extended ?

The

95. Why are- these letters called semi-e&lended?

Because, as to length, they are between the sfeoM letters and

the extended letters.

96. What is the highi of % d and; p above base line f

Two spaces.

97. Mow far do the p and q drop below base line?

One and on e-liaIf spaces.

98. Will you measure and analyze the small 1 9

Main hightj tw$ spaces; first curve joins descend-

ing straight line one space above ba&e ; entire widths

two spaces
;
kight of final curve, one space ; distance of cross

stroke below top, one-half space; length of cross stroke, one space*

Analysis : Principles, 2, % 2, L

99. Mow shoibld the small t be formed?

Begin on base line and ascend with a right curve

on connective slant, one space, and continue with

game curve on main slant, smother space ; at top

unite squarely, and descend with a straight line on main slant,

covering the curve one apace, and continuing to base line; turn

short, and ascend by a right curve on connective slant one

space. Finish with a horizontal straight stroke, crossing the

main part one-half space below top, one-third being on the left,

and two-thirds on the right.

100. Will you measure and analyze small d?
night of first part, one space; full bight, two

spaces; entire width, three sp21c.es; opening between

oval and straight line, one space.

Analysis : Principles, 3, % 2, 1, 2.
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101, Mow should- small d be formed f

Beginning upon base line, form the first curve and

^ - pointed oval precisely as in a
9
omitting shade; with-

out lifting the pen, the remainder of d is formed like

the t, without crossing.

102. Will you measure and analyze small p ?

Length above baseline, two spaces; length below,

one and one-half spaces; first curve unites with long

straight line at top; bight of finishing part, one

space ; entire width, three spaces.

Analysis: Principles, 2, 1, 3, 1, 2.

103. How should small p be formed?
Begin on base line, and ascend with a right curve

a little to the left of connective slant, two spaces;

unite angularly and descend with a straight line on
main slant, crossing the base line one space from

beginning point, and terminating squarely one and one-half

spaces below
J

retrace lightly to base line, and diverging finish

precisely like the right half of the ?h*

104* Will you measure and analyze small C[f

flight above base line, one space; length below,

one and one-half spaces; entire width, three spaces;

width of part below base line, one-third space.

Analysis: Principles, 3, 3, 2, I, 2, 3.

105. Sow should small C[ be formed ?

Begin on base line and form a pointed oval as de-

scribed in at top unite angularly, and descend with

a straight line on main slant one and one-half^spaees

below the base line ; turn short, and ascend with a slight right

curve on main slant to baae line, and finish with a left curve one
space above, and one space to right of pointed ovah

100. Will you measure the Fourth Principle, or ex-
tended loop f

W High t , three spaces ; horizontal width of loop one-

half space
;
length from turn of loop to crossing, two

spaces; width on base line one space.
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107, Row should the Fourth Principle or Loop be
formed f

Begin on base line, and ascend with a right curve
three spaces ; turn short, and descend with a slight

left curve on main slant two spaces
j then crusshi

first curve, continue with a straight line on main slant to base*

108. Which are the Loop, or MMended Letters?

The

: / / / / 1 _

{/ // // // :,.

109 r Which Principle is most prominent in the Ex-
tended Letters f

The Fourth Principle, or Extended Loop. -

110. What is the length of the Looped or Extended
Letters f

Three spaces; except the /and long s
}
which are live spacet

in length, extending three spaces above and two below base line,

111. Will you* measure and aim>ly%e small ll ?

Illght, three spaces ; width of loop measured
horizontally, one-half space

;
crossing of loop, one

^ y space above base ; entire widtli of letter, three

spaces
;
hight of finishing part, one space.

aJysis : Principles, 4, 3, 1 , 2.

TJ$* Row should small h. be formed, ?

Ueginning upon base line form the extended loop^

as just described
;
uniting angularly, make the remain-

^pr~
- dor of the letter precisely like the right half of the n.

113. Will you measure and, analyze small k/
Main hight, three spaces; width of loop, one-half

space
;
crossing of loop, one space above base line

; dfe-

tance be I-ween the two straight lines, one-half space :

between loop crossing and right end of small oval,

one space ; between second straight Una and top of final curve?,

one space. Analysis : Principles, 4, 2, 1, 2.
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114- Row should the small k be formed, ?

Form the Extended Loop as described in h ; then,

uniting angularly, ascend with a left curve one and
one-fourth spaces above base, and one space to the± f J_

- — -m;

right of loop crossing ; return leftward with a right curve one-
half space to a point one space above base line; unite angularly,

and descend with a straight line on main slant to base ; turn

short and mate final curve as in it.

115. Will you measure and analyze small 1 ?

116. Row should the small 1 be fanned:?

I orm Loop as described in h ; turn short and finish

as in i or % with a right curve, ascending on connec-

tive slant one space.

117. Will you measure and analyze small b?
Main bight, three spaces; bight of loop crossing

above base line, one space ; entire width of letter, two
spaces; width of Loop, one-half space ; width from loop

crossing to dot, one-half space ; and from dot to end of

tinal curve, one-half space.

Analysis : Principles 4-, 2, 2.

118. Row should the small b be fanned?
Form Loop as described in h ; turn short, and finish

as described m w and i\

119. Will you measure and analyze small j ?

Hight above base line, one space; length below
base line, two spaces ; main width, two spaces; width
of loop, one-half space

;
height of dot above angle at

top, one space.

Analysis: Principles 2, 4.
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120. How should the smallS j be formed?

Bes:in on base line and ascend vrith a riglit curve

on connective slant, one space; unite angularly, and

descend with a straight line on main slant, one space,

and, changing to a gentle right curve, continue on

same slant, two spaces Below base line; turn short, and ascend

with a left curve, criming at the base line, and continuing above,

on connective slant, one space. Finish with a light dot, as in %

one space above the straight, line on main slant.

Ml. Will you, incusare and analyze small y?
Hi^ht above base line, one space; length below,

two spaces; nmin width,. three spaces; proportions of

Loop same as mj>
Analysis: Principles 3, 1, 2, 4.

I'M, Sow should the small J be formed ?

Form the first half like the right of the % p, or

%: then, uniting angularly, finish with the Immied

Loop, as described in j. The y is precisely like the h

inverted.

W§\ Will you measure and analyze* smal I g
1

?

Hight above base line, one space
;

length below,

two spaces ; main width, three spaces ;
proportions of

pointed owl, same as in % d and q \
proportions of

loop, same as in J.

Analysis: Principles 3, 3, % &

1$4. How should the tnnall g he formed?

Begm on base line and form first left curve and

pointed oval as in % d and q J
then unite angularly at

top with an Inverted Loop, formed as mj and y.

125. Will you measure and analyze small Z f

Eight #pe base line, ®*U5 space ;
length below, two

spaces^ whole width, two spaces; width of turn at base

// line, one-fourth space ; width of Loop, one-half space,

r Analysis : Principles 8, 1, 4.
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1£6. How should, the small Z be foimied ?

<Form the first part like the left half of the n ; unit-

ing angularly at base line, make a short upper turn (of

same size as that at top of letter), returning to base

one-fourth space to right ; finish with Inverted Loop as in^*, with

straight line omitted, and ending one space to right of turn at

top of letter.

1£7. Will you measui^e and analyze small f?

/// Hight above base line, three spaces; length below

^ base line, two spaces ; entire width of letter, two

spaces ; width of Loops, each one-half space.

Analysis : Principles 4, 3, 2, 2.

IS 8. How should the small f be, formed?

First form the Extended Loop as in A and Z : then

from base line, changing to a very slight left curve,

continue downward upon main slant two spaces ; turn

short to the right and ascend with a right curve,

crossing main line one-half space above base line ; here unite an-

gularly, and finish with a right curve one space above basis line

and one space to the right of the loop crossing*

129. Will you measure and' analyze long S?

Hight above base line, three spaces
;
length below

two spaces ; main width, two spaces ; width of Loops,

each one-half space. Analysis : Principles 4, 4.

130. How should flie long S be formed?

Beginning upon base line, anake the Extended

Loop as in h and h\ then finish with the Inverted

Loop and final curve as in^* and y.

QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW.
Will yon assume and describe the \\> virion for writing? Will y\m describe

the Combined Movement, and give an example of it? What two forms has

eftcb letter of the alphabet? How many of each form? What should be the

main slant of letters? How many Principles are used in making the letters ?
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Will you give their descriptive; names ? What is the unit for measuring tlie

bights of letters V What jb the unit for measuring their widths ? How art:

tine small letters classified in regard to length ¥ Will toll name the Short
Letters in alphabetical order ? Which of them are only one space in Light,

and which are more ? Will you name the four Semi-extended Letters in

alphabetical order V What is the length of these letters? Which of them
drop below <-he base line, and what is their length below ? What Principles

are need in making tin; Short and Semi- extended Letters V Will you name
the Extended or Loop Letters m alphabetical order '/ Which ex I end only
ahove the base line? What is their bight? Which extend both above and
below the base l[ne? What are their respective hijrhts above :ind length a
below the i$B$$ line? Which are this loudest of the si&aE letters? WMcli
Principle is most prominent in tin; Extended Loop Letters ? Where do ymi
id ways begin to form a small letter? Which letters are commenced with the

ri^ltt e Lt r v e ¥ VV hi eh 1ette rs si re cormnenced w itl i the le ft c n r\ e ? At what
high!, above the base line arc the small letters finished ? Which letters finish

with the ngB% curve c

t Which finish with the left ¥ In which small tetters

does the straight line appear, and how many times in each? Which letters

have no straight line? Which is the widest of the small letters? Where
do the right curves unite with the straight lines following in tin; i, u and wt
Where do t!ie left curves unite with the straight lines foliowing in the n
and jfkyt At wHfyt point do the extended loops above the base line cross ? At
what point do the extended loops below the base line cross ? What 5s the

width of the extended loops? Will yon. give the main hight and main
width of each of the small letters in alphabetical order ? Will you name
the Principles in each of the small letters in alphabetical order?

CAPITAL LETTERS.
131. What is the hight of the Capital Letters above th&

base line ?

Three spaces.

18$. What three capitals also drop below the base litie
f

and how far f

The J, Y and Z extend two spaees below the base line.

133. What class of small letters is of the same hight
as the capitals ?

The Extended or Loop Letters.

134- Tn;t° how many classes are tlhc capitals divided,
and what are they f

The capitals arc divided into three classes, according to the
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Principle (Fifth, Sixth or Seventh) most prominent in their

formation.

135. What is the Fifth Principle?

The Capital O or Direct Oval.

ISO. Will tjovb measure the Capital O or Fifth Principle?

Hight, three spaces
;
width, two spaces, measured

at risrht angles to main slant : distance between the two

left- curves, one-third space. The two sided of the O
should curve equally.

137. Sow is the Capital O formed ?

lie-in three spaces above the base Hire, and descend

with a full left curve, on main slant, to base line ; unite

— in an oval turn and pcend with an opposite right curve

to within one-fourth space of top ; unite in another oval turn and

descend with another left curve within one-third space of the first

and similar to it, ending one-third space above base line.

138, What is the SLvth Principle?

The lieversed Oval.

139. Will yon measure the SLvth Principle ?

Ilight, three spaces ; main width, one and one-half

spaces ; width on base line, one-third space.

140. How should tJie Sixth Principle or Reversed Oval
he formed, f

Beginning upon the base line, ascend w: ith a full left

curve, on main slant, three spaces ; make an oval turn

to right, and descend with a full right curve, touching

the base line one-third space to right of beginning.

l^l* What is th& Seventh Principle called .

}

The Capital Stem.

14 '%- What are the proportions of the Capital Stem ?

Main hight, three spaces
;
hight of base oval, one

and one-half spaces
;
length of oval, two and one-half

spaces ; slant of oval, fifteen degrees from horizontal.
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143. Mow should the Capital Stem be formed ?
Beginning three spaces above base line, descend

obliquely with a slight left curve one and (toe-half
then changing to a right curve, form aBeveled Oval on a 8knt of fifteen degrees, with its lower side

touching base line, and its upper curve i-ising one and one-hdt'
spaces above base, and finishing within one-third space (measnr,,]
horizontally) ol descending line, and one and one^Wh smee*
above base line. 1

hAf4 '
W
i

liat f°ur otters, from their general form, manbe classed under the Fifth Principle or Capital O ?
4

The

145. Will you measure and analyze Capital 51?
Main bight, three spaces

; higbt of large oval, two
spaces

;
width of same, one and one-half spaces

; length
oi top, (M ic-haIf length, of base oval; width of top, one,
half width of base oval

;
length of first curve three

fourths space
; length of the smallest loop, one-third space.

Analysis : Principles 3, 2, 3, 0.

140. How should the Capital E be formed ?

"W~ .

-Be^in tliree sPaces abov« t"e »ase line and descend
with a left curve, on main slant, tbree-fonrtlis of a space;
turn short and ascend with an equal right curve, cross-

— .i.i 1 lye 1 curve, cross-
ing first curve near top; unite in an oval turn, and descend
with a left curve, on main slant, one and one-filth spaces ; unitem a small loop, at right angles to main slant, with a. (Capital O
resting upon base line, and with its terminal point one-third space
above it.

1

I47. Will you measure and analyze Capital T> f

^

Main bight, three spaces
; main width, two spaces

;

bight of stem, two and oue-half spaces; distance
from stem to final curve, one-third space

; bight of
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si) Kill loop, three-fourths space ;
distance between loop and lowest

point of oval on base line, two spaces,

Analysis : Principles 3, 2, 3, % 3, 2, 3.

1^8. How is the Capital D formed ?

Ijeirin two and one-half spaces above, and descend

with left-and-right curve, on main slant, to base line;

turn short to \et% and ascend with a slight left curve

three-fourths crossing stem
;

unite, and descend obliquely

with a slight right-and-left curve, touching base line two spaces

to right of loop ; unite In an oval turn, and ascend with a right

oval curve., on main slaDt, three spaces ; make another oval torn

to left, and descend with an opposite left euiwe, on main slant,

within one4bi.rd space of stern^ and terminating one-third spa$e

above base line.

l^O. Will yoih measure atul analyze Capital C t

Hight, three spaces; length of first oval, two spaces
;

a iijtli of same and spaces to light and left, each three-

fouilhs space-

Analysis : Principles 3, 2, g£ 2.

150. Ifon- is the Capital G formed?

~^pr~ Begin two and three-fourths spaces above base line,

fC/ and descend with a left curve on main slant, two spaces;

mate oval turn to right, and ascend with opposite

right curve, crossing the first near top and continuing to full

hight of letter ; unite in an oval turn, and descend with a full

left oval curve, on main slant, to ba^c line ;
making another

broad oval turn, ascend with a right curve, on .connective slant,

one space.

151. In wthicli capitals is the SLvtJi P?"i?vcipl& or Reversed
Oval most prominertt?

In the
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.

15 Will you measure and analyze Capital X?

1/ hight, three spaces; main width of Reversed
/^ Oval, one and one-half spaces

; width of oval upon base

\jnJ line
?
oue-tliird space

; distance between parte of X at

top, one and two-thirds spaces ; at base, one and one-
third spaces

;
point of contact between main parts of letter

3
one

and two-thirds spaces above base.

Analysis : Principles 6, 3, 2.

153. How should the Capital X be formed ?

First form the Reversed Oval or Sixth Principle as

above described ; then from a point even with the top,

and one and two-thirds spaces to the rights descend
with a left curve on main slant, touching Reversed Oval^ one and
one-third spaces down, and, thence continuing, touch base line one
and one-third spaces to the right of Oval; turn rather short, and
finish with a right curve one space high and one space to the
right of preceding line-

154- Will you measui^e and analyze Capital W ?

Main hight, three spaces ; main width of Oval^ one
and oiii>half spaces ; distance between top of Oval
and the angle to its right, one and two-thirds spaces

;

distance on base line between angular -joinings, one
and two-thirds spaces ; distance between last two curves, one
space

;
hight of final curve, two spaces

; distances at middle hight
between lour corves upon riglit of letter

3
equal.

Analysis : Principles 6, 2, 3, 3.

155, How i& the Capital W formed f

Form the Reversed Oval as before described ; then

unite angularly on base line, and ascend with a slight

right curve to a point even with top of Oral and
one and two-thirds spaces to its right; nnite angularly, and
descend by a very slight left curve touching base one and two-
thirds spaces to right of Oval ; again unite angularly, and ascend
with a left curve, ending two spacer above base and one space to

the right of preceding line.
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156, Will yozo measure and analyze Capital Q ?

Main hight, three sjtaees ; width of Ovcd^ one and

one-hall spaces; length of small loop, one space;

hight of same, one-fourth space
;
hight of final curve,

one space ; distance between end of final curve and

the Reversed Oval^ one space.

Analysis : Principles 6, 3, %

157, Row is the Capital CJ formed t

Make Reversed Oval as in X to middle point of its

right side; thence sweep inure rapidly to the left, cross

left curve close to base line, and, continuing horizon-

tally, one space to left of beginning point of letter; turn short,

and carry over a horizontal left curve, completing loop, and

touching base two-thirds space to right of loop crossing, ascend

with a right curve on connective slant one space.

158, Will yutv measure and, analyze Capital Zf
Proportions of Reiwsed Oval same as in X

;
length

/ J ofLoop below base line, two spaces ; width of same, one-

\ypy^ half space, full
;
hight of small loop, one-half space; dis-

yy tance from base of small loop to crossing of larger one,

(/ one space ; final curve ends one space above base line,

and one space to right of Rt versed OuaL
Analysis: Principles fi, 3, 2, J.

159, Row is the Capital Z formed f

Form Reversed Oval as in X and W ; then turn

short on base line, and ascend with a left curve, form-

ing a loop one-half space in hight, and one-fourth uf

a space in width ; unite in oval turn, and descend with

a right curve, touching base line one space to riglit of small

loop, and continuing, finish witb an Extended Loop like that in

small 3, but somewhat fuller.

180, Will you measure and analyze Capital V ?

Main hight, three spaces ; width of Oval, one and
one-third* spaces ; width between beginning curve and

short turn on line, two-thirds of a space; width between
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final curve and straight line at middle highi, one-half space;
width between top of final curve and Oval

y
one space.

Analysis : Principles 6, 2, 3.

161. How is the Capital V formed?

~yy " Make Reversed Oval as in X to termination of
Upper third of right side ; thence descend on main slant
with straight line, to itching base two-thirds space to

right of beginning; turn short, and ascend with right and left
curve two Spaces, terminating one space to right of Oval.

16B. Will you meast&re and analyze Capital TJ f

\ Main hight, three spaces ; widtL of Ocal^ one and
one-third spaces ; distance on base line, from begin-
ning point to first turn, two-thirds of a space

; hight of
right portion, two spaces j distance between straight

lines, one space
;
opening between second straight line and final

curve, one space.

Analysis: Principles 0, % 1, 2.

163, How is the Capital TJ formed ?

~7;n— Form oval part the same as described for T; tlien

(—/s^ turn e^ort on base" line, and ascend with a right curve
^ ^ - two spaces to a point, one space to the right of Oval •

nnite angularly, and descend with a straight line, on main slant,

to base; turn short, and ascend with a right curve one space,
terminating one space to the right of preceding line.

164. WiU you measibre aiul analyze Capital T ?

night above base line, three spaces
;

length below
base line, two spaces; proportions of R&eer^d O-wl,
same as in the V and TJ; hight of right portion above
base, two spaces ; width of Zooj?

}
one-half space, full

;

width between straight lines, one space ; distant c be-
tween second straight line and end of final curve,

one space.

Analysis: Principles 6, 2, 1, 4.
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105. Hoiu is the Capital ~Y formed?

Form the main part 1 he same as the U lo point

where second straight line approaches base; thence,

continuing downward, finish with Inverted Loop like

that in small y, but a triiie fuller.

1G6* Will yow measure and analyze Capital I ?

Main hight, three spaces
;
hight of base oval, one

and one-half spaces ; width of loop forming top, one

space
;
crossing of loop, one-third space above base.

Analysis ; Principles G, 7.

167. Hojv is the Capital I formed f

Beginning on base line, ascend with a left curve,

on main slant, three spacer turn short, and descend

with an opposite right enrve, crossing the first one-

third space above base, and touching base line one space to left

of beginning point ; finish by completing base oval as in Capital

Stem.) ending in middle of loop,

J6S* Will you measure and analyze Capital J ?

Hight above base line, three spaces
;
length below,

two spacas ; width of upper loop, one space ; width

of lower loop, one-half space, full; crossing of loops,

one-third space above base.

Analysis : Principles 6, 2, 3.

160. Hotv is the Capital J formed?

Beginning on base line, ascend with left cm*ve three

spaces; turn short, and descend with right curve on

main slant, crossing first curve one-third space above

base line, and continuing two spaces below it ; turn

short, and ascend with left curve, crossing right curve one-third

rpace above baseband terminate one space above base line and

one space to right of upper loop, or oval.
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170. In what eapUals does the Seventh I^ineiple or
Capital Stem cKieUif awear f"fill appear

In the

17L Will you measure and analyze Capital Af
Main hight, three spaces

;
height of oval, one and

/f one-half spaces
;

length of oval, two and one-half

(^y^y spaces
;
distance between parts of letter on base line,

one and two-thirds spaces.

Analysis: Principles 7, 3, 3, 2.

How is the Capital A formed?
Sirst form the Capital Stem, as previously de-

scribed ; then from top of stem draw down a slight

left curve touching base one and two-thirds spaces to

right oi'Siem ; from a point on the last curve, one and one-ibiiit.h

spaces above MM} descend with a left curve, three-fourths space,

and, crossing, finish with a right curve, one space above base, and
one space to the right. The cross passes to the middle of open-
ing between stem and long left curve.

17J* Will you measure and analyze Capital N t

Alain hight, three spaces
;

proportions of Slew
and distance between left curve and Stem at base,

same as in A
;
hight of last curve, two spaces ; dis-

tance between top of last curve and the preceding
line, one space.

Analysis : Principles 7, 3, 3.

174- How should the Capital N he formed ?

Form like Capital A to the point where long left

curve touches base line
;
there turn short, and ascend

with a left curve, two spaces, finishing one space to

right of preceding curve.
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175. WlM you measure amd analyze capital M ?

Main hight, three spaces ; proportions of Bi$m%
same as in A and N; distance between the two

Y/y angles at top and the two short tarns at base, each
one space ; distance between lowest point of Sfem

and first turn to right, one and two-thirds spaces; distance' be-
tween four long strokes at middle hight, each one-third space

;

distance between two last curves, one space.

Analysis : Principles 7, 3, 3, 3, 2.

176. How should the Capital M he formed?

Form like the N' to second point of contact with

r? base line; turn short, and ascend with a left curve— to a point even with top of stem and one space to
its right

; unite angularly, and descend with another left curve,
touching base line one space to right of preceding turn; then
turn short, and finish with a right curve, one space high and one
apace to the right of last curve.

177. Will you, measure and analyze Capital T ?

_ Main hight, including the cap, three spaces;
(&/ hight of Slem, two and one-half spaces : proportions

of base oval, same as in A, 3N
T

, and M ; distance
(measured at right angles to main slant) between

beginning point of cap, and the Capital Stem, one spa^e
; cap

terminates two spaces to right of Stem; width of small loop and
spaces to its right and left, each one-third space.

Analysis : Principles 7, 3, 2, 3, 2.

178. Hoiu is the Capital T formed f

Begin the Capital Stem two and one-half spaces
above base, making its first curve a httle fuller
than in A, 1ST, and but forming the owl as in

those letters. Begin cap two spaces from base and one space
to left MMiM; ascend with left curve on main slant one space;
turn short and descend on main slant with right curve one
space; turn short and ascend with another left "curve crossing
right near top, and continuing to full hight of letter directly
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over top of Stem, then merge into horizontal light curve ter-

miiiatiTig two spaces to right of Stem.

179. Will you measure and analyze Capital F f

Proportions of cap, and also of SUm to highest
point of ha.se oval, precisely the same as in the T

;

top of characteristic mark, one and one-half spaces
above base; length of sarnc, one-fourth space.

Analysis : Principles, 7, 3, 3, 2, 3, %

ISO, How is the Capital F formed ?

I Y^TT^" Fotju the F jwb the same as the T, except the

szpL*.— finish of the Stem; mM@k merges into a right— crosses lirst curve of stem one-third space, and at

half hight of letter unites angularly with a slight left curve,
l^llli the characteristic, drawn downward upon main slant, one-
fourth space*

181. Will you measure and analyze Capital H f

Ilight of right side, three spaces; hight of
left side;, two and one-half spaces ; distance be-
tween the sides, at top, two spaces ; at base, one
and two- third ^j.;n^ ; Hie oval uf ^mv ]irr/j>. r-

tions as in A, 2^ and M ; the cross begins one and one-fourth
spaces above base.

Analysis: Principles, % 7, 8, %}
2.

182. How is the Capital H formed ?

Beginning on base line, ascend with right curve
two and one-half spaces ; unite angularly with
Capital Stem.

,
resting upon base line, and with oval

of same form size and slant as in A, JNL and M, and divided a
little below its middle by right curve. From a point three spaces
above base and two spaces to right of $tem, descend with left

curve (nearly straight at its lower end), touching base line one
and two-third spaces to right of oval. Form the finish as in
the A, let ting it pass to the middle of the space between the
right and leu bides of the letter.
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183, Will you measure and analyze Capital K ?

Hight of right side, three spaces
;
hight of left

side, two and <me-half spaces ; distance between

the sides, at top, two spaces; at base, one and

two-third spaces
;
hight of small loop above base,

one and one-half spaces ; width of opening between final and

its preceding curve, one space.

Analysis : Principles, 2, 7, 3, 2, 2, 3, 2-

184* How Capital K formed ?

Form the left side as in H ; then from a point

one-half space above and two spaces to right of

$$em
f
descend obliquely with left and right curve,

one and one-half spaces ; form, a small loop about Stem^ at right

angles to main slant, and descend with slight, right and left

curve, touching base line, one and two-third spaces to right of

Stem j turn short, and finish with right curve, one space in hight

aud one space to right of preceding line.

IS/j. Will yow measure and analyze Capital B?
Ifain hight, three spaces ; width of loop, meas-

ured horizontally, one-half space; length of loop,

one ami one-half spaces : length of base oval, two

and one-half spaces
;

hight of oval, one and one-

half spaces.

Analysis : Principles, 2, 7,
j

186. How is the Capital S formed ?

Begin at base and ascend with a right enrve,

three spaces; turn short, and descend with a full

left curve, one and one-half spaces, completing loop

;

here cross the first curve and complete the letter with the capi-

tal stem oval, touching' base line, one and one-half ^spaces to

right of beginning point of letter, crossing first curve three-

fourtlis space from its beginning, rising to half Light of letter,

mid terminating Kpon first curve, one and one-fourth spaces above

base. The base oval is divided a little below its middle by first

curve*
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1S7. Will you measure and analyze Capi tal L ?

Main hight, three spaces ; width of upper loop,

// measured horizon tally, one-half space; length of

^4y/ Wm% one and one-half spaces
;
length of small loop,

one space
; length of small loop on the left of first

carve, one-fourth space
; width of small loop, one-fourth space.

Analysis : Principles, 2, 7, 8, 2.

18S. How is the Capital L formed?

Form the L like the S to the point where the
Stem reerosses first curve ; thence continuing one-
fourth space leftward, turn short and cany back a

horizontal left curve, completing loop, one space long and one-
fourth wide

;
continuing, touch base line one-half space to right

of loop crossing, and ascend with a right curve on connective
ant, one space.

189, Will you measure arid analyze Capital &f
~ Main hight, three spaces ; width of loop, one-half

Jjr space; length of loop, two spaces; distance from

(^^/ i%ht side of loop to top of Stem, three^fonrtha space

;

,

;

" hight of Stem, one and oneJialf spaces; distance
between end of oval and end of beginning eurvn, one space

;

length of oval, two and .one-half spaces; hight of oval, one and
one-half spaces.

Analysis ; Principles, 2, 3. 2, 7.

100. Horn is the Capital G formed f

I

-yy- Ascend with a right curve us In S andL; then
turn short and descend with- left curve, crossing right,— one space above base; turn with left curve, descend-

ing one-fifth spaue, and then ascend will a right curve to half
bight of letter and (bree-quarters space to right of loop ; unite
angularly and finish with the capital stem oval This oval

touches base line two spaces to right of beginning point of
letter, crosses iii\st curve one space from its beginning, rises to
half hight uf letter, and ends inidwav between loop and Stem,
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101. WW* you measure and analyze Capital P?
hight, three spaces

;
hight of Stein, two and

/ one-half spaces ; width of letter at mid-hight, one and
one-half spaces, measured at right angles to slant ; dis-

tance between Stem and right curve, one-half space

;

final curve reerosses Stern^ at mid-hight of letter.

Analysis : Principles, 7, 3, 2.

19$. Ilozv is the Capital P formed ?

Begin two and one-half spaces -above, and descend
by a li fi and right curve on main slant to baseline;
then in an oval turn unite with and ascend by a left

curve on main slant, three spaces ; here make another oval turn
and descend with a right curve, crossing /Stem one-half space from
its top, and, crossing it, terminate one-fourth space to left of
Stem at mid-hight of letter.

193* Will you measure and analyze Capital B ?

Hight of letter, three spaces ; hight of Stem, two
and one-half spaces ; distance between Stem and right
curves near top and bottom, each one-half space ; final

curve drops below base line, one-fiftb space
;
ln>ht of

small loop, one and one-half spaces
;

length of same, one-third
space.

Analysis : Principles, 7, 3, 2, 2, 3.

194. Mow is the Capital B formed ?

Form like the Capital P to the point where right
curve reerosses Stem at mid-hight of letter ; here unite
in narrow loop (crossing stem at right angles to main

slant), with a right curve descending on main slant one-half space
to right of Stem and one-fifth space below base line 5 in an oval
turn unite and ascend with left curve passing through middle of
oval and finishing within one-third spare of Stem.

195. Will you measure and analyze Capital B?
^ The measurements are the same as in the B, except

/jTy for tlle l#?t curves. Distance between turns upon
base line, one and one-half spaces

; hight of final curve,
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one space ; distance between same and the preceding curve, one

space.

Analysis : Principles, 7, 3, 2, £| 3, 2.

190, How is the Capital H formed f

Form like Capital B to completion of small loop ;

^ thence descend with a slight right and left curve, touch-

T^— ing base one and one-half spaces to right of Siem^ turn

short and finish with a right emre
}
ascending one space, and

ending one space to right of preceding line,

Nom—Tt will he observed that the finish of the R from the beginning oi
:

small loop is precisely like the fini&h of K.

QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW.

WiU you make and name the prominent Principles used in the Capital

Letters? Will yon make the (Capital Letters, according- to the Speneerian

System, in alphabetical order ? What is the main bight of Capitals above the

base line-? Which Capitals extend bylow the base line V What U their

length below? WiU yon name, in alphabetical order! the Capitals that contain

dte Fifth Principle, or Direct Oval ? Will yon name, in alphabetical order, the

Capitate that contain the Sixth Principle, or Reversed Oval ? WUl yon name,

in alphabetical order, the Capitals that contain the Seventh Principle, or Capital

Stem? Will you give; the exact proportion a of eaeh of the Capitals in alpha-

betical order ? Which do you lind the most difficult Capital to form ?

SPACING-.

197. Sow do ijoib move in, spacing arid combining small
letters iih writing words t

The hand slides on the nails of the third and fourth finders,

and is assisted by the first and second lingers and thumb in shap-

ing and joining the lines*

198. What is the rule for spacing mid combining small
letters in words?

In spacing and joining letters in words, carry the connecting

curve one and one-fourth spaces to the right of preceding letter.

199, Which letters ecmnot be joined, according to this
rale ?

The a
y
d, g and which require the connecting curve to be

carrfeii two spaces to the right of the preceding letter in order

to join to their right side.

& *" «™ f * *

Example. L * _ "

WO. When a word begins zvith a Capital Letter which
does not join to small letters, what is the rule for spac-
ing '?

The first curve of the first small letter should begin within
one-fourth of a space of the capital.
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001. What is the general rule for spacing between

words composed entirelif of snvall letters f

Tim first curve of a word should begin on base line one and

one-half spaces to the right of the final downward stroke of the

preceding word.

Example.

Note.—This rule cmusc^ the beginning point of a word to fall practically

in a vertical line under the final point of tire preceding wo.nl,

B0$. What is the rule for spacing between, serbtenmsf

The spaces between sentences should be twice as great as

between words*

Kemakk—Regular, uniform spacing depends chiefly upon a

good position and regular, uniform movement, When the latter

are secured, the former will not be difficult to attain. Exercises

like numbers 8 and 10 of the page of Movement Exercises are

specially recommended for efficient chill in spacing.

SHADING-

SO3, Will 7/01& exavviive your pen and describe it ?

The pen is a pointed instrument for writing with ink, It is

made of steel (or gold)., and is attached to a convenient handle by
a elasp; its nib is split through, the middle, and the two parts are

called the teeth. The two teeth are alike: they are thin and
sharp, and, in a good pen. meet so as to form a fine smooth point.

204- Jlou? do yarn make light strokes 9

By moving the pen lightly on the paper without springing or

spreading the teeth.

205. Will you take the correct position cmd use your
pen.' (without ink) as in m aking shaded, strokes, and then*
describe the maimer of producing them?

Examples TO EE TRACED.

Shades are made by springing the pea by a pressure to spread

the teeth, then lightening the pressure, and allowing them to

return to place.

£06\ How manif different forms of shaded strokes are
there in writing ?

Five.

W7. Which five letters u)ill illustrate the five forms
of shaded? strokes?

The
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SOS. WYll you> describe the first shade, and uame all
the letters in which it appears f

The t ie shaded by pressing at top squarely on the teeth of the

pen, and gradually lightening it in descending to base line The
d is shaded in the same manner.

Examples. J^^,
Note.—Tlie medium almde- upon tfio i and tl termiiiat.es onc-lmlf f^mce

above basir.

§09- Will yea describe th e second &hadef and name all

the letters in which it appears?

The shade of p is made by beginning with a slight pressure

at base line or middle of stroke, increasing gradually and stop-

ping squarely at lower end. There is a style of small £, called

u final" % sometimes used, which has the same form of shade.

Examples,

210- Will yoTh describe the third form of shade, and
name all the letters in which # appears ?

The shade of I is made by increasing pressure on the pen

gradually in descending, and lightening up for the turn. This

form of shade occurs in the following letters

;

ill. Will yoj& describe the fourth form of shade, and
name the letters in which it appears f

The shade of y is made by premising evenly on the pen in
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descending on the straight line between the turns. This form
of shade appears in the following letters

:

$$B 9 Will you describe the fifth, form of shade, and
name the letters in ivhich it appears f

The shade on the oval, and on all curved lines, is made by
increasing the pressure toward middle of curve, and then
gradually diminishing it.

This shade occurs in the three small letters, <7, g and g, and
in all the capitals except the \\ U, and Y.

SIS. What is the rule where a shaded letter is doto-
bledf.

The second should receive only a half shade.

Rkmaek—The proper shading of any letter may be readily
acquired by first tracing a model form with dry pen, naming the
light and shaded strokes as tfiey occur. Thus in Capital C:
light, light, shade, light, A.no(hcr method is to count the
strokes, and emphasize the number indicating the shaded stroke.

ThuSj in small d, count, one, two, three, fowi\ one.

'4
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Rkmakks.—The forming of good figures is of much practical

importance. Figures show results: they should never lie or U>

doubtful* Let the distinctive character of each be as carefully

learned as the forms of letters, and at all times be accurately

observed. Cultivate the habit of making your figures so plain

and perfect as to preclude the possibility of mistaking one for

another,

21Jf. How mmvy numeral characters, or figures are
there f

Ten.

215. How are i>he figures measured ?

In the same manner m letters. The unit space for measuring

their bights i& the hifjH of small i y for measuring their widths
7

the distance between the straight marks in small u.

i

216* What is the hight of the figures in the mediMitb
handwriting ?

One and a half spaces
;
except the 6 which extends one-half

space above, and the 7 and 9 which continue one-half space

below the other figures.

217. What is the width of the figures ?

One space, measured horizontally at widest part, except the 1

and the 0.

Note.—In tins rule, the width of the 8 is considered without final curve,

and the width of 4 without horizontal eurvo.
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218. Will you measure and analyze the Cipher?

:rzc Hight, one and one-halt' spaces
;

width, measured at

right angles to slant, one-half space.

Analysis: Principles, tt
y
2.

219. How is the Cipher formed ?

Begin one and one-half spaces above base line and descend
with a slight left curve on main slant, to base \ turn short and
aseend with an opposite right, curve, meeting first curve at top.

220. Will you measure and, analyze the figure 1 f

~/~ Eight, one and one-half spaces.
—^— Analysis: Principle, 1.

221. How is the figure 1 formed ?

Commence one and one-half spaces above, and descend with
a straight line on main slant to base line^ making lower part a
little heavier than top.

222. Will you measure and analyze the figure L2 ?

tz Main hightj one and one-half spaces ; loop at top dc~

scends one-half liight of figure
;

bight of final curve,
i —one-third space

Analysis : Principles, 2, 3
S 2, 3, %

£23. How is the figure 2 formed f

Begin one ami one-half spaces above, and descend by a n>lit
curve on main slant half way to base line ; turn short and ascend
by an opposite left eurve to full hight of figure, crossing first curve
and forming loop

; in a turn unite with, and descend by a right
curve to base line

; turn short and return with a horizontal left
curve, completing small loop; descend to base line, and finish
with a right curve, ascending one-third of a space.

224. Will you measure and analyze the figure 3?
-7$- Main <™e and one-half spaces

;
hight of email

loop, one space
;
base oval ends at onerbalf bight of fignre

;

loop at top descends oiH'^jnjufci' iiiniit of lignre. " ',

Analysis: Principles, 2, 3, 2, 2, 3.

°
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235. How is the figure 3 formed ?

Begin one and one-half spaces above base line, and descend

with a right curve on main slant, one-fourth way to base line ;

turn short and ascend with left curve to full Light of figure,

crossing first curve and completing loop
;
then, in a short turn

unite with and descend Ly a right cuiTe, one-half space ; in a

narrow loop unite with a base oval like that of the Capital Mem^
resting upon base line and terminating at half hight of figure,

just under the small loop.

BStG . Will yoib measure and analyze the figure 4 f

Main hight, one and one-half spaces
;

length of left

side, one space,

Analysis : Principles, 2, 3, 3.

%%7* How is the figure 4 formed ?

Begin one and one-fourth spaces above base line, and descend

on main slant with a slight left curve, one space
;

then, in a

sharp angle, unite with a horizontal left, curve, one and one-half

spaces in length ; from a point at full hight of figure, and one

space to right of first curve, draw down a slight left curve upon

main slant, crossing middle of horizontal curve, and terminating

upon hase Hue.

238. Will you, measure and analyze the figure 5 f

:.. /" Main hight, one and onedialf spaces
;
proportions of

— ~~ small loop and base oval, same as in the figure 3; hight

of small loop above base, one space
;
length of straight line, two-

thirds of a space.

MiiftlyMs z Principles-, 2, 2, 3, L

K Hew is the figure 5 formed ?

Begin one and one-half spaces above base line, and descend

on main slant with a slight right curve, one-half space ;
con tinning,

form small loop and base oval as in the figure 3 ; finish with

horizontal straight line drawn from top of figure two-thirds space

to right.

57

230. Will you, measure and analyze the figure 6 f
Main hight, two spaces; hight of oval, one space;

distance between left curves, one-third width of h^ire.
Analysis: Principles, 3, 2, 3.

231. How is the figxvre 6 fawned?
Begin two spaces above base line, and descend by a slight

left curve on main slant to base
; then, in a full turn, 'unite with

and ascend fey a right curve on main -slant, one space
; make a

short turn to left, and finish with a left curve descending near
hrst stroke upon main slant to base.

232. Will you measure and analyze tJie figure 7?
Hight above base line, one and one- half spaces;

length below base line, one-half space.

Analysis: Principles, 1, 3, 2, 1.

$33* How should the figure 7 he made?
Begin one and one-half spaces above base line, and descend one-

fourth space with a straight line upon main slant ; unite angularly
and carry to the Tight a left and right curve, one space, and at
lull hight oi figure unite in another angle, with a straight line
descending upon main slant, and terminating one4ialf space
below hase line.

234
.
Will you measure and analyze the figure 8?

—f- .

^in %K one and one-half spaces
;
hight of begin-

nmg point above base, one space
;
loop crossing, at about

one-half lught of figure.

Analysis : Principles, % 3, 2, 3,

235. How is the figure 8 formed ?

Begin one space above base iine, and ascend by a ri^ht curve
0rie "h:ilt

1

^ ' in an oval turn, unite with a full lefl
curve, descending half way to base; there, merging into rfght
curve, continue to base line

J
turn short and ascend with a left

curve completing loop at middle hight, and extending through
middle of top to fall hight of figure.

-9
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%$G, Will yoit, measure and analyze the figure 0 f

Hight above base line, one and one-half spaces

;

length below base line, one-half space; pointed oval

descends one BpC€| m to middle KigEt of figure, and is of &m

same size and form in tbe a, */
? y and

Analysis : Principles, 3, 2
?
1,

t$#. ^1 Ww describe the manner of foTiuing the

figure 9?

Begin one and one-half spaces above base line, and form

pointed mat as in the small letters a, d
7 g and <j ;

at top, unite

angularly with straight line drawn downward upon main slant

to one-half space below base line.

Note.—When figures are shaded, the same kinds of ahaded strokes are

used as in shading letters.
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